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THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES ASSOCIATED

WITH茫 ORDER NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO THREE POINT BOUNDARY

VALUE PROBLEMS

K. N. MURTHY AND C. V. RAO

Abstract. Differential inequalities are used as a tool to establish uniqueness of solutions to
three point boundary value problems associated with nth order nonlinear differential equations.

1. Introduction

We consider in this paper the uniqueness of solutions to three point boundary value
problems associated with nth order differential equation.

Y (n) = f (t, Y, y'... Y圧1)) n 2:: 3 (1.1)

y(a) = Y1,y(J3) = Y2,y'(J3) = 紛，. . .y(n-3) (/3) = Y~n一3)'y(刃= y3 (1.2)

where a-< /3-< "f and Yi, Y2, y~, y~... y~n-3) and y3 are all real
Existence and uniqueness of solutions to three-point boundary value problems have

a long mathematical history going back to Dennis Barr and Tom Sherman (1]. Isolating
the ideas involved in the discussion of such problems, we develop the theory of differential
inequalities (6] whkh is of interest in itself and can be utilised to prove the existence and
uniqueness of solutions to (1.1) satisfying (1.2) .. For an entire survey on this we refer (2],
(3], [4] and (5].
Our assumptions are weaker than the known results and the proofs exploit the theory

of differential inequalities developed. We firmly believe that our approach is new and
will be useful in the investigation of other types of existence of such problems.

2. Differential Inequalities

We develop in this section the theory of differential inequalities which plays a cru
cial role in establishing existence and uniqueness of solutions to three-point boundary
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value problems associated with nth order differential equations. For this purpose, it is
convenient to define the following sets and c區ses of functions.
Let y EC吁 [x1涇3], R] and

趴= {XE [x1涇2)/y(x)~0,y'(x) >-- O,y"(x) >-- 0 y(n一2\x) >- 0 & y(n-l) (x) = 0}

n2 = {XE (x2五/y(x)~0, y'(x) >- 0, y"(x) >- 0 y(n-2\x) >- O & y圧 1)位）= 0}

G1={g/gEC{伍 ，x3] x Rn}g(x,0,0, ... 0)~OVx E [x1,x;),g位，U1, U2, ... Un)

1s non incre函ng in u1 and strictly incre函ng in u2, u3, ... Un-2}

and

伍 ={g/gEC{伝 ，x3] x Rn, R }g(x, 0, 0, ... 0) 2: OVx E (x2卫3),g(x,u1,u鉛 ···Un)
is non decre函ng in u1 and strictly increasing in. u2, u趴·•·Un-2}

Lemma 2.1. Assume that y EC吁 (x1, x2], R] with

(i) y(xi) = 0, y(x2) = 0, y1(x2) = 0 y(n-3) (x2) = 0, y(n-2)區 ）f:. 0, y(n-1)伍 ）=0
y(xi) = 0, y(x2) = 0, y'囯）= 0 y(n-3)因 ）= 0, y(n-2)因）= 0, y(n-1)伍）:/= 0
and

(ii) y(n)(x)~g(x, y(x), y'(x) ... y(n-I}(x))Vx E 趴 and g E G1.

Then y(x) 三 Oon[x1,x2]:

Proof. Let us first consider the case y(n-2)伍 ）=/ 0 & y(n一 1)伍 ）= 0. Suppose to the
contrary y(x) :/= 0 on [x1, x2] since y(x1) = 0, y(x2) = 0 there exists an r E (x1, x2) such
that y1(r) = 0. By successive application of _Rolle's theorem and using the conditions
y'(x2) = O,y"(x2) =O, ... y(n-3)(x2) =0,wegetanxo E (r,x2)suchthaty(n一2>(xo) = 0
and y(n-2) (x) # 0 on (xo, x2] without loss of generality we can suppose that y(n-2)(x) >- O
on (xo,x2]. Since y(n-1>(x2) = 0, there exists a p E [x0,x2] such that yCn-l}(p) >- 0.
Otherwise y伍-l}(x) :SO on [xo, x2) gives O~fxxo y(n-l) (x)dx = y(n一 2)(x)-y(n-2)(xo) =
y(n-2)(x). Thus y(n-2)(x) :SO which is a contradiction. Hence there exists a q E [p, x2]
such that y(n-2) (q) = O & y圧 l) (x) >- 0 on [p, q]. Also by successive integration of y(n-l}
we get O-<~『妒(x)dx = y(x2) - y(q) = -y(q). Thus O-< -y(q) or y(q) -< 0.
Thus y(q) -< 0, y'(q) >- 0, y"(q) >- 0 ... y(n-I}(q) >- 0 and therefore E 趴. By our

assumption (ii) we get y(n)(q)~g(q,y(q),y1(q) ... y(n-1>(q)). Thus y(n~q) >- O.
However y(n>(q) = limx-+q- Y丘-1\x)一y伍 一l) (q)

X一 q :S 0. which is a contradiction.
Hence y(x) 三 0 on [xi, x2].
Suppose y圧 1)(x2) :/= 0 and y(n-2)囯 ）= 0. Then it is claimed that y(x) 三 0 on [x1,x2].
To the contrary, suppose y(x) :/= 0, on (x1,x2].
Since y(xi) = 0, y(x2) = 0, there exists an r1 E (x1, x2) such that y1(可= 0.
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By successive application of Rolle's theorem and using the conditions.
y'(x2)=0, y11(x2)=0 ... y{n-3)(x2)==0, we get an xo E (r1,x幻 such that y(n-2) (x0) = O
and y(n-2) (x) f. 0 on (xo, x2] with out loss of generality we can suppose that y(n-2) (x) >-
0 on (xo, x2]. Since y(n-2) (x2) == 0 there exists a point p1 E (x0, x2) such that y(n-l)如 ）>-
0. Otherwise y位-2)(x) :SO on [xo,x2].
Now O 2: J;。y(n一 l)(x)dx == y(n-2l(x) - y伍-2)(xo) ie y(n一2l(x) :S O on x E [xo, x2]

which is a contradiction. Hence there exists a q1 E 伽 ，x2] such that y伍-l) (q1) == 0,
y伍-2) (x) >- 0 on 趴 ，q1]. Alos by successive integration of y圧 1), we get尸 ＇

91
y (x)dx >- 0

ie y(x2)-y(qi) >- 0 ie -y(q1) >- 0. Thus y(q1) -< 0, y1(q1) >- 0, y11(q1) >- 0 ... y伍-2) (qi) >-
0, y(n-·1)如）= 0 therefore q1 E n2. By our assumption y(n)(q訌 2: g(q1y(q1), Y1(q1)· · ·
y(n-l)(qi)) ie. y<n)(q1) >- g(q1,0,0, ... 0) >- 0.
However y伍）(qi) == limx-玉 y<n-l)(x) 一Y(n-l)(qi)

x-q1 -< 0.
which is a contradiction. Hence y(x) 三 0 on [x1,x2J.

Lemma 2.2. Let y E cn[[x2涇3), R] with

i) y(x刃 = 0, y'(x2) = 0, ... y(n一3) (x2) == 0, y伍-2)(x2) f. 0 & y伍-l) (x2) == 0 and
y(x3) = 0 y(x2) = 0, y'(x2) == 0 ... y伍-2)(x2) = 0, y(n-1l(x2) f. 0 and y(x3) = 0

ii) y(n) 2: g(x, y(x), y1(x), ... y(n-l)) for x E n2 and g E G; then y(x) 三三 0 on [x2,x3].

Proof. Let us consider the case y(x2) = 0, y'(x2) = 0 ... y(n一3) (x刃= 0, y伍-2)國）i= 0,
y(n-l) (x2) = 0 and y(x3) = 0. Then it is claimed that y(x) = 0 on 园祠 to the
contrary suppose that y(x) i= 0 on [x2涇3). Since y(x2) = 0, y(幻 = 0 there exists an
r E (x2, x3) such that y'(r) = 0. By successive application of Rolle's theorem and using
the given conditions y'囯）= 0, y"區）= 0, ... y伍-3)伍）= 0, we get an Xo E (x2,r)
such that y<n一2>(xo) = 0 and y(n-2>(x) i= 0 on [x2,·x0). With out loss of generality we
can suppose that y(n-2>(x) -< 0 on (x2, x0) since y(n-l)(x2) = 0 there exists a point
p E [x2, xo] such that y严1>(p) -< 0. Otherwise y(n-1>(x) 2: 0 on (x2, xo) ie. 0~
Jx (n-1 (n-2)
xoy)(x)dx = y(n-2>(x) - y(n-2>(x0) 0~y . (x) which is a contradiction to (a).
Hence there exists a m E 伍 ，p] such that y(n一2>(m)=Oandy圧 1>(x) -< O on [m,p]. Also
by successive integration of y严l) we arrive at O >- Jx2 1m y (x)dx = y(x2)-y(m) = -y(m)
thus y(m) >- 0.
Thus y(m) >- 0, y'(m) >- 0, y"(m) >- 0 ... y(n-l) (m) >- 0 and y(n-2) (m) = 0. Therefore
mE 釢. By our assumption (ii), we get

y(n)(m) 2: g(m,y(m),y'(m), ... y圧 1\m)) >- g(m.0 ... 0) >- 0.

However y(n)(m) = limx-tm+ g伍 一I)(x)-y伍 -l)(m)x-m < 0 which is a contradiction. Hence
y(x) 三 0 on [x2,x3]. Suppose y(x2) = 0, y1(x2) = 0 ... y(n-3)(x2) = 0, y(n-2>(x2) = 0,
y<n-1>(x2) i= 0, and y(x3) = 0. Then it is claimed that y(x) = 0 on [x2卫3]. To
the contrary suppose y(工） i= 0 on [x2, x3]. Since y(x1) = 0, y(x2) = 0, there exists a
r1 E (x2,x3) such that y1(ri) = 0.
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By successive application of Roll'e theorem and using the conditions'
y"回 ==0 (n一3) ()

Y (x2) == 0,
... y x2 ==0,wegetanxoE(x趴 r1) such that y(n-2>(x0) == O and

y(n一2)(x) i- 0 on (x2,xo). Without loss of generality we can suppose that y(n-2)(x) -<
0 on (x2, xo). Since y(n~2)伍 ）= 0, there exists a point p1 E
y(n-1\P1)

(x2涇o) such that
-< 0. Other wise y(n-I)(x) > 0 on

(n-2} ()
_ [x2,xo] nowO::; J;0y(n-I)(x)dx =

y x. 一 y(n一2)(xo) == y(n-'-2)(x) thus y(n-2>(x)~0 which is a contradiction. Hence
there exists a point m1 E [x2,p1) such that y(n-l)(mi) == o (n-2)
Also b successive int ()

y . , Y (x) -< 0 on [m1,p1).
咾ration ?f y n-I , we get O >- J;: y(x)dx == y(沁- y(mi) ie

。>--y(mi) or y(m1) >- 0.
Thus y(mi) >- 0, y'(mi) >- 0, y"(mi) >- 0 ... y(n-2)(m1) >- O and y圧 l) (mi) = 0.
Therefore m1 E 伍
By our 邸Sumption (ii) y(n>(mi)~g(m1,y(m1),y'(m1) ... y(n-l)(mi)) >- g(m1,0,0 ... 0)
>- 0.
However y(n) (mi) = limx-+m u<n-i)位 ）一y(n-l)(m1)1+ X一加 -< 0, which is a contradiction. Hence
y(x) = 0 on區祠

Lemma 2.3. Assume that C吁 [x1, x3), R] satisfying

(i) y(x1) == 0, y(x2) = 0, y伍 ）= 0, y'伍 ）== 0, y"回 ==0 ... y(n-3}伍 ）== 0,
y(n-2)因）== 0, y圧 1)因）i- 0

(ii) y(n)(x)~g(x,y(x),y'(x),y"(x), ... y氏l)(x) for XE 01 un2 and 9 E G1 UG2 then
y(x) = 0 on [x1,x3]

）

Pro.of. .Suppose that y(x) i- 0 on [x1, x3] with out loss of generality we can 邸sume
that y(n-l)(x2) >- 0. I(y(n-l)(x2) -< 0, then a similar argument can be applied to
-y(n-I) (x2). Since y(xi) = 0, y(x2) = 0 and y(x3) = 0 then there exists a p1 E [x1, x2]
and P2 E [x2,x3) such that y'(p1) = 0, y'(p2) = O. Since y<n一 1>(x) >- 0 for all x E
[xi, x3] By. successive mtegration of y圧 1>(x) >- 0 between the limits x2 to x, we get
O -< fxx2 妒 (x)dx = y'(x) - y'(x2) = y'(x) thus y'(x) >- O on x E 如 ，P2]. 矗沿= 0,
y'(p2) = 0 and y'(x) >- 0 on 阮祠 Then it follows that there exists a q1 E 1, x2 and
a q2 E (x2,P2] such that y"(q1) = O "()

[p)
, Y Q2 = 0 and y"(x) is of one sign m

otherwise O -< JP2 "
(q1 , q2). For

x Y (x)dx = Y1(P2) -y'(x) = -y'(x) thus y'(x)-< 0 on (p1,p2), which is
a contradiction.
Since y(x2) = 0 and y'(x) >- O on (q1, q2) O :S Jq:2直x)dx = y(x2) -y(q1) = -y(q1) thus
0 :S -y(q1) or y(q1) :SO and O :SJ:: y'(x)dx =矗 ）- y(x2) = y(q2) thus y(q1)~0.
Then we. have at x = q1 y(q1) :S O, y'(qi) >- O
y(n-l)(q1) = O; at x = , y"(q1) >- o ... y(n-2>(q1) >- 0 and
y(n-l)(qi) = O.

q2 y(q2)~0, y'(q2) >- 0, y"(q2) >- 0 ... y(n-2>(q2) >- 0 and

Further more y(n-1>(x)-<O on (p1 ,p2) we have y(n)(q1) = lim 户 了1) 位 ）一Y(n 一 1)回x-+生十
and y(n) (q2) = Iimx-+q2+ i.:._竺 位）-y<"---_1_)_國

x-q1 <O
x-q2 :S O using condition (ii) at q1 邸 well as q2

we arrive at a contradiction.
Hence y(x) = 0 on [x1, x3] and the proof 1s complete.
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Lemma 2.4. Assume that y EC吁 [x1, x2], R] with

i) y(x1) = 0, y(x2) = 0, y'(x2) = 0· · ·y(n-3)(x2) = 0 and either y(n-2)(x2) -< O or
g伍-I) (x2) >- 0

ii) y(n}(x)~g(x, y(x), y'(x), ... y(n一 1)(x)) for x E !11 and g E G1. Then there exists a
p E [x1,x2) such that y(n-2)(x)-< 0 for x E [p2,x2) and y(x)~0 for x E [p,x2).

Proof. Consider first the case y<n-2)(x2)-< O.

Then there exists a q E 柘 ，x2) such that y伍-2) (x) -< 0 for x E (q, x2) and y<n一2)(q) = 0.
Now to prove the required conclusion it is sufficient to prove that there exists a p E (q, x2)
such that y{n-I) (p)~0 suppose y(n-I) (x) >- 0 on x E [q,叨）0 -< Jqx Y圧 1>(x)dx =
y(n-2)(x) _ y(n一2)(q) = y(n-2)(x) thus y(n一2)(x) >- 0 whlch·1s a contrad1ct10n. Hence
there exists a p E (q, x2) such that y<n-I) (p)~0. Thus we have y(q) -< 0, y'(q) = O,
y"(q) = 0 ... y圧 l>(q) >- o.
Hence

严 (q) 2: g(q,y(q),y'(q) .. ,y(n-l)(q))

2:g(q,0,0 ... 0) 2:0.

However y伍 ）(q) = limx--+q+ y<n-1)位）一y(n-l>(q)x-q -< o.
Hence a contradiction and we are done. In case y(n-l)(x2) >- O we arnve a similar
contradiction. Hence the proof.

Lemma 2.5. Assume that y E cn[[x2, x3], R] satisfies

i) y(x2) = 0, y(x3) = 0, y'(x2) = Q ... y(n-3)(x2) = 0 and either y(n一2) (x2) >- 0 or
y(n-l) (x2) -< 0

ii) y(n)(x) 2: g(x,y(x),y'(x), ... y圧 1)(x)) for x E !12 and g E G2 then there exists a
p E (x2, X3] such that y(n-2)(x)-< 0 for x E [x2,P) and y(x)~0 for (x2,p].

Proof. Proof is analogous to the previous Lemma and hence omitted.

3. Existence and Uniqueness

In this section we shall discuss a main problem of uniqueness of solution of (1.1)
satisfying (1.2) before we proceed to do this we first establish that the following four
boundary value problems (3.li), (3.2i) i = 1, 2.

y伍 ）(x) = !(x,y,y',y" ... y氏1))

y(xi) =y1, y(x2)=Y2, y'(x2)=y~, ... y(n-3\x2)=y~n一3), y(n-i) (:1沿=m(i=l, 2) (3.li)
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or

y(x2)=y2,Y1(~2)=Y2· · ·y伍-3)囯）=y~n一 3), Y(n-i)伍 ）=m(i = 1, 2), y(x3) =y3 (3.2i)

have at most one solution. The next lemma establishes the existence of solutions to the
boundary value problems (3.li), (3.2i), (i = 1, 2).

Lemma 3.1. Assume that g E 銜 LJ G2, f E cn[[x1,X3],Rn,R and satisfies
f(x,y1.,Y2, ... yn)-j(x,z1,z2,--. 石）＞ （

］
- g X,YI 一 Z1屯2 一 Z幻·. . Yn - Zn) whenever

(a) x E (x1,x2], Y1:::; z1, Yi>- Zi(i = 2,3, n -1) and Yn = Zn and
(b) X E [x鉛句 ，YI~Z1, Yi>- Zi(i = 2,3, n-1) and Yn = Zn.

Then the boundary value problem (1.1) satisfying (3.li) and (3.2i) (i = 1, 2) have at
most one solution for each m ER.

Proof. The proof of the uniqueness of solutions of the boundary value problem
satisfying (3.12) will be given similar argument hold for other boundary value prob
lems. Suppose there exist two solutions Y1(x) and y2(x) on [x1,x2]. Then we write
y(x) = Y1(x) - Y2(x). Clearly y(x1) = O, y(i)因）= O(i = 0,1,2, ... n-3) and
尸 屆）= 0. If y(n-I} (x2) = 0, by uniqueness of solutions of initial problems of
(1.1) we have y(x) = 0 on目司 We suppose that y(n-1)區）f= 0. Let x0 E 趴. Then
y(xo) :::; 0, y'(xo) >- 0, y·11(x0) >- 0 ... y<n一3) (xo) >- 0, y(n-2) (xo) = 0 and y(n-l) (xo) >- 0
which implies that Y1(xo) :::; Y2(xo), y~(x0)
Yin一 3) (xo) Yin-2) () (n-2)

>- Y2(xo), y"(xo) >- y~(xo)· · ·Yin-3\xo) >-
(n-1)Xo = Y2 (xo) and Y1 (xo) >- y~n-l) (x0). Hence b condition

(a) t(x,y,,y;,yr ... y\n-1))丑x, Yz, y\, y!j ... yj正 l)) ?_ 9 Xo, y(xo), y'(xo/. ·y伍-I;
Thus all the hypothP.sis of Lemma 2.1

（ ）
are satisfied and hence

Th
. y(x) = 0 on [x1,x吐

us umqueness is established which implies that the boundary value problem (1.1)
satisfying·(3.12) has at most one solution. Similar arguments hold for other boundary
value problems. Hence the proof of the lemma3.1 is complete.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that

(a) For each m E R there exist solutions of four boundary value problems 1.1
(3.2i) (i = 1, 2)

() , (3. li),

(b) f, g satisfy conditions in Lemma 3.1. -Then there ex為ts a unique solution of three
point bounda吋 value problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2).

Proof. By lemma 3.1 it follows that th 1e so ut10ns to (1.1) satisfying (3.li), (3.2i) (i =
1, 2) when ever exist are unique. Let m2 >- m1 and y1 (x, m) be the t,mique solution of
(1.1) satisfying (3.12). Set V(x) = y1 (x, mi) - y1位m2) then

V(xi) = 0, V(x2) = 0, V'(x2) = 0, ... v(n-2) (x2) = O and v(n-i)區）=m1 - 叩 <0

If f E G1 then V(x):::; 0, V'(x) >- 0, V"(x) >- O ... V(n-2)(x) >- O and v(n-1)(x) = o.
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Which implies Y1(x,m1) :S Y1(x,m吐 叭(x, mi) >- y~(x, m2)···Yin一2) (x, m1) >- Yin-2)
(x,m2) and Yin-1\x,mi) = Yin-1\x,m2) and using (b) we get v(n)(x) 2: g(x, V(x),
V'(x), ... V圧I)_(x)) x E 01 and g E G1 using Lemma 2.4 we have V伍-2)(x)-< 0 for all

x E (p,x卟 In particular v<n-2) (x2) -< 0.
Hence y1 (x, m) is a strictly increasing function of m on (X1, x卟 Using Lemma 2.5, it
can be proved that y2(x, m) is a strictly decreasing functin of m in the interval [x2湟社
It follows from the Lemma 3.1 that the solutions of (1.1) satisfying (3.li), (3.12), (3.21)

(n-2) (n-2)and (3.為）are unique. Further it follows that y1 (x2, m) and y2 (x2, m) are strictly
monotone and ran e being set of reals, it follows that there exists an mo E R such that
Yin-2\x2,m0) = y!n-2)(x2,mo). Thus y(x) is defined by

y(x) = { Y1 (x, mo), x E [x1, xz-)
Y2(x, mo), x E (x2, X3]

is a solution of the three point boundary value problem. Now to prove uniqueness,
suppose there are two solutions y1 (x) and Y2(x) for the boundary value problems (1.1)
and (1.2). Then from lemma 3.1, it follows that y x2(n-2) (n-2)

1 () -I (n-1)Y2 図 ）andy1 伍 ）＃
(n-1)
Y2 囯 ）．
Setting V(x) = y1 (x) - y2(x). Implies it is easy to see that as before all assumptions are
satisfied and therefore y(x) = 0 on [x1,x3]. Thus uniqueness is established.
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